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15600 Polyspray 
10 L container

20054 Monomatic DS
24330 Spray unit 2.5 L

22201 Scrubbing pad 
red 43 cm

22205 HS polishing pad 
beige 43

21121 Pad drive disk 
43 HS

Spray cleaningSpray cleaning
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Spray cleaning

Full spray

Description

Definition / objective Removing highly stubborn soiling from floor coverings using the single-brush machine with a scrubbing pad 
across the entire area. Use the spray application product to restore worn areas in the protective film. Suitable for 
smooth or slightly textured floor coverings. 

Preparatory work Select suitable products to match the surface to be cleaned (type / square metres) and the type of 
soiling.

Check, equip and ready the machine and all accessories in compliance with the instructions for 
use.

Fill the spray cleaning product into the spray unit in accordance with the dosing instructions.  
Close the spray unit and build up pressure (pumping). Position the spray nozzle correctly.

Put up the warning sign.

Remove any loose dirt (dust-binding mopping). 

Main task Clean the corners and edges with the white pad either manually or with the edge cleaning tool.

Attach the scrubbing pad with the pad drive disc to the single-brush machine.

Set the correct height for the upright handle.

Switch on the machine. The connection must audibly click into place.

Apply little spray cleaning product section by section onto 2-3 passes from left to right and return 
with the LS single-brush machine and the scrubbing pad on each pass (without spraying), while 
immediately dry scrubbing the area in a circular motion until the dirt is picked up by the pad.

Reverse or replace the pad when it gets dirty; continue with step 5 of the main task until the entire 
area is clean.

Polish the entire cleaned area.

Perform a visual check.

Final steps  Clean the spray unit in accordance with the instructions for use.

Check the power cable for visible damage, clean the cable and roll it up loosely towards the plug.

Remove the warning sign.

Rinse the used pads or wash them in the washing machine.

Dispose of any waste.

Clean the cleaning equipment and replace as needed.

Comments  - Wear the personal protective equipment (PPE) required by company regulations, safety data sheets and / or 
instructions for use.

 - Always check in advance which product meets your requirements (see Wetrok Cleaning & Care Instructions). 
 - Wetrok AG accepts no liability for damage caused by improper use or incorrect product selection.


